
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gavin Strachan 

This is a bench cover made in Skåne, in SW Sweden, in 1796. Skåne was then an area of independent 

middle-class farmers who could afford to embellish their houses, and a variety of home-made textiles (bed 

covers, cushions and bench covers) and painted wooden furniture were standard. Indeed the quality of the 

furnishings was a status symbol. 

Bench covers have various names in Swedish in the diverse local written records, but bänklängd [ie bench 

piece] bänkkläde and bänkdrätt are amongst those used, or at times just drätt, which is the term used by 

the editors of what has become the classic reference book Gammal Allmogeslöjd från Malmöhus län [Old 

folk handiwork from Malmöhus county] published by the County Domestic Craft Association in nine parts 

between 1916 and 1923. Drätt is a more general term for a weaving. It may also, for instance, be used of 

fishing nets.  

This bench cover is in interlocked tapestry weave in a design known as blixtmönster [lightning 
pattern] which will be familiar to many from e.g. south Persian kelims, Navajo rugs and Florentine 

flame design embroideries. 
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Unfortunately there is no known 

provenance for this particular 

piece. In 18th century Sweden 

distinct styles evolved in specific 

areas. The lightning pattern is, 

however, found in several 

districts of Skåne, but bench 

covers are more common in the 

south-east. However, this one is 

similar to one documented to the 

district of Oxie, to the south of 

Malmö, and to one from Torna to 

the north of Malmö, both on the 

west coast. 

By bench cover standards it is 

relatively short at 187 x 61 cm 

(6ft 1 inch by 2 ft). Bench covers 

vary enormously in length as they were woven to fit specific benches arranged around the walls of the 

main room. Some reach over 15 feet in length.  

This piece is woven in two halves lengthways, unique in my limited experience, perhaps suggesting it 

was made on a very narrow loom. It is common for bed covers to be so woven in two lengthwise halves, 

but they are usually over four feet wide.  

Old pieces from Sweden are usually in very good condition for their age and have bright colours as they 

were only brought out at special occasions. This bench cover has some small areas of darning as a result 

of damage over time, but also had a large rudimentary repair on one edge which was recently restored 

under the expert management of Aaron Nejad.  

Benches with covers from Essetorp, Hästveda in NE Skåne. Museum of Cultural History, Lund. 


